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License 4.0 (CC BY-NC).Dynamic deformability of individual PbSe nanocrystals
during superlattice phase transitions
Yu Wang1,2*, Xinxing Peng1,3*, Alex Abelson4, Penghao Xiao1, Caroline Qian4, Lei Yu1,2,
Colin Ophus5, Peter Ercius5, Lin-Wang Wang1, Matt Law4, Haimei Zheng1,2†
The behavior of individual nanocrystals during superlattice phase transitions can profoundly affect the struc-
tural perfection and electronic properties of the resulting superlattices. However, details of nanocrystal mor-
phological changes during superlattice phase transitions are largely unknown due to the lack of direct
observation. Here, we report the dynamic deformability of PbSe semiconductor nanocrystals during superlattice
phase transitions that are driven by ligand displacement. Real-time high-resolution imaging with liquid-phase
transmission electron microscopy reveals that following ligand removal, the individual PbSe nanocrystals expe-
rience drastic directional shape deformation when the spacing between nanocrystals reaches 2 to 4 nm. The
deformation can be completely recovered when two nanocrystals move apart or it can be retained when they
attach. The large deformation, which is responsible for the structural defects in the epitaxially fused nanocrystal
superlattice, may arise from internanocrystal dipole–dipole interactions.INTRODUCTION
Nanocrystals are oftenmore susceptible tomorphological changes than
their bulk counterparts (1, 2), leading to unique physical and chemical
properties (3–5). For instance, semiconductor nanocrystals form
connected two-dimensional (2D) or 3Dnetworkswith necking between
the neighboring nanocrystals (6, 7), which may result in Dirac cones
and high charge carrier mobility (8, 9). Although there have been inten-
sive studies on nanocrystal superlattices (10–15), how individual nano-
crystal changes shape during superlattice transformations is generally
unknown (16, 17). An understanding of how individual nanocrystal
shape distortions contribute to the structural disorder of superlattices
and thus the emergence of novel properties is significant. This knowl-
edge is crucial not only for designing nanocrystals and nanocrystal ar-
chitectures with the desired properties for various applications but also
for controlling the physical and chemical processes of a wide range of
matter at the atomic or nanometer scale.
In situ x-ray scattering has been used to study nanocrystal super-
lattice phase transitions by tracing the evolution of nanocrystal orienta-
tion, internanocrystal distance, and superlattice symmetry (16–18).
However, it is a great challenge to obtain structural and morphological
information of individual nanocrystals, especially considering the het-
erogeneous deformation behavior in an ensemble of nanocrystals. In
situ liquid-phase transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) is a powerful
tool for studying individual nanocrystals with high resolution during
dynamic processes such as nucleation (19, 20), growth (21–25), and
etching (26, 27). However, investigating the nanocrystal superlattice for-
mation and phase transitions generally requires the evaporation of sol-
vents and the displacement of surface ligands (17), which is beyond the
existing in situ liquid-phase TEM capabilities.Here, we report real-time imaging of individual PbSe nanocrystals
during superlattice phase transitions by our development of a facile
liquid-phase TEM technique.We find that upon ligand removal, nano-
crystals change shape drastically when approaching one another within
a distance of 2 to 4 nm. The large deformation is fully recoverable. By
combining high-resolution in situ movies with a 3D atomistic recon-
struction of the highlymonodisperse nanocrystals fromex situ scanning
TEM (STEM) imaging, we quantify the deformation of nanocrystals
during ligand displacements through different chemical treatments.
We evaluate the deformationmechanismswith the aid ofmolecular dy-
namic (MD) simulations.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental setup of in situ liquid-phase TEM
We achieve the superlattice phase transitions with an effective “carbon
film liquid cell,” as shown in Fig. 1A. Thismethod allows us to start with
the hexagonal superlattice of oleate-capped nanocrystals instead of the
colloid solution of nanocrystal monomers, thus avoiding the intractable
solution evaporation inside the liquid cell during in situ TEM (detailed
in fig. S1).We first treated twoultrathin (10nm)TEMcarbon gridswith
oxygen/argon plasma for 30 s to produce hydrophilic surfaces for im-
proved wetting of the highly polar ethylene glycol (EG) solution. An
unconnected hexagonal PbSe superlattice is formedononeof the treated
carbon grids by evaporating 4 ml of hexane solution (0.5 mg/ml) of
6.2-nm PbSe nanocrystals capped with oleate ligands (fig. S2A). Then,
100 nl of a 15 mM solution of 1,2-ethylenediamine (EDA) in EG is
deposited on the other carbon grid. The two carbon grids are then sand-
wiched into a TEMholder to form a carbon film liquid cell in which the
nanocrystals undergo superlattice phase transitions due to gradual re-
moval of the oleate ligand species by complexation with EDA.
Superlattice phase transition of PbSe nanocrystals in
EDA solution
Figure 1B and movie S1 show a representative oriented attachment of
six PbSe nanocrystals during the phase transition from a 2D hexagonal
monolayer to a 1D chain. During this process, the translational and ro-
tational movements and the shape changes of individual nanocrystals
occur concurrently within approximately the first 10 s. We find that1 of 7
SC I ENCE ADVANCES | R E S EARCH ART I C L Enanocrystals dramatically change shape from truncated cuboctahedra
elongated irregular ellipses when they approach each other within
2 to 4 nm (e.g., nanocrystals 3 and 4 in Fig. 1B). This deformation is
directional, with elongation along the internanocrystal axis and
shortening in the orthogonal directions. After recording the in situ
movies, we dry the liquid and image the nanocrystal chains with
aberration-corrected TEM (Fig. 1C). High-resolution images reveal
the oriented attachment of {100} facets exclusively and confirm the
elongation of certain nanocrystals in the chains as indicated by the
rectangles in Fig. 1C.
Quantification of nanocrystal deformation through
atomistic reconstruction
To quantify the nanocrystal shape changes, we compare the atomistic
structure of the nanocrystals before and after oriented attachment using
high-angle annular dark-field STEM (HAADF-STEM) imaging. We
determine the 3D shape of an as-synthesized individual nanocrystal
by analyzing high-resolution images of 32 nanocrystals oriented along
various zone axes ([001], [110], [111], [211], and [310]). Representative
images are shown in Fig. 2A and fig. S2 (B and C). Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) analysis of the images demonstrates a rock salt PbSe
crystal structure with a {200} lattice vector of 3.1 Å, same as that in bulk
PbSe (28). We further count the number of Pb layers along the <111>,
<100>, and <110> directions of each nanocrystal (Fig. 2B) and extract
the distribution of the number of Pb layers along these three crystallo-
graphic directions (Fig. 2C). The nanocrystals have an average of 17.8,
20.0, and 29.8 Pb layers along the <111>, <100>, and <110> directions,
respectively, with a standard deviation of less than one atomic layer. The
resulting average 3D shape of the nanocrystals is shown in Fig. 2D and
movie S2. Our statistical 3D reconstruction provides a more accurate
nanocrystal morphology than what was previously available (16). It
shows that the unfused nanocrystals are highly monodisperse, which
simplifies the quantification of any shape changes during superlattice
self-assembly and oriented attachment.
Oriented attachment of the nanocrystals in the presence of EDA re-
sulted in the formation of nanocrystal chains. We define the length of
each nanocrystal in a chain as the distance between the thinnest points
of adjacent necks along the nanocrystal chain (vertical lines in Fig. 2E).
Statistical analysis of 34 fused nanocrystals shows an average length andWang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw5623 7 June 2019width of 21.2 and 17.6 layers, respectively, revealing an approximately
one-layer elongation along the internanocrystal axis and two-layer
shrinkage along the orthogonal direction compared with the initial na-
nocrystal (Fig. 2F). In addition, the increased variances in the
dimensions of the fused nanocrystals indicate that diverse shape
changes occur during the superlattice phase transition. We note that
nanocrystals in a chain prepared ex situ have the same dimensions as
those formed in situ, proving that the observed shape changes are not an
artifact of electron beam irradiation during TEM imaging.
Versatile deformation behavior of individual nanocrystals
revealed by real-time imaging
We recorded high-resolutionmovies (movies S3 to S7) to reveal the ver-
satile deformation behaviors of individual nanocrystals and details of
the nanocrystal fusion process. Movie S3 and the image series in Fig.
3A depict the self-assembly and oriented attachment of three nanocrys-
tals (7, 8, and 9). In the first image, the center-to-center distance be-
tween neighboring nanocrystals is 8.0 to 8.5 nm, and the gap distance
is 2.0 to 2.5 nm (Fig. 3D). The nanocrystals thenmove toward each oth-
er and attach at ∼3.0 s, as marked by the green arrow in Fig. 3D. The
plot of center-to-center distances versus time shows that the approach
speed is relatively slow from 0 to ∼1.0 s and faster from ∼1.0 to 3.0 s,
suggesting the existence of attractive internanocrystal interaction during
superlattice self-assembly (23). The nanocrystal 8 in the middle elon-
gates from 6.5 to 7.2 nm while approaching the other two nanocrystals.
During fusion, nanocrystals 7 and 8 show a matched {200} lattice
aligned in the samedirectionwith the samed-spacing of 3.1Å, reflecting
the nature of oriented attachment.
Unexpectedly, the elongation always reverses when nanocrystals
subsequently move apart as observed in movies S3 to S6. Movie S4
and the image series in Fig. 3B depict a representative reversible shape
change of a single nanocrystal. Nanocrystal 11 first elongates while
approaching its neighbor (nanocrystal 12) and then returns to a spheri-
cal shape after it moves farther away (>8 nm). Lattice fringes are visible
throughout themovie, which allows us to confirm that the elongation is
not a projection artifact caused by nanocrystal rotation. FFT analysis on
each frame of movie S4 (Fig. 3C) shows no detectable change of the
lattice spacing (3.1 Å), indicating that the elongation of nanocrystal
results from an increased number of atomic planes along the <100> di-
rection rather than lattice expansion. Figure 3E shows that the long axis
elongates from 5.9 nm (19 layers counted along the <100> direction)
at 0.2 s to 7.2 nm (23 layers) at 1.0 s and then fully recovers to 5.9 nm
(19 layers) after 4.2 s, equivalent to a reversible elongation of 22%.
Meanwhile, the width of the nanocrystal decreases from 5.9 nm at 0.2 s
to 5.0 nm at 1.6 s and then recovers to 5.8 nm at 4.4 s (15% change).
Accompanying the deformation of nanocrystal 11, nanocrystal 12 also
undergoes a reversible deformation, first stretching toward 11 and 13
and then recovering to a more spherical shape. We also measure the
lattice fringes of nanocrystal 12 with a d-spacing of 3.1 Å, indicating
that the deformation toward 13 is along the <100> direction as well,
although the deformation toward 11 is unable to be determined pre-
cisely. Analyzing the center-to-center and gap distances of 11 and 12
(Fig. 3F), we find that the reversible deformation of nanocrystals occurs
when they move apart from each other and the elongation toward each
other makes the gap distance first decrease slightly in the first second
and then increase because of the recovery from the elongated structures.
The neighboring nanocrystals that move apart during the phase tran-
sition may arise from the separation of neighboring nanocrystals into
two different nanocrystal chains, as detailed in fig. S3. Therefore, asSurface treatment
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup and superlattice phase transition of PbSe nano-
crystals. (A) Schematic procedures for preparing a carbon grid liquid cell for in situ
TEM. (B) Sequence of in situ TEM images showing the oriented attachment of six PbSe
nanocrystals during the phase transition from 2D hexagonal monolayer to 1D nano-
crystal chain. (C) High-resolution TEM image of the nanocrystal chains in vacuum.
Orange rectangles indicate nanocrystals elongated along the internanocrystal axis.
Scale bars, 5 nm.2 of 7
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different translation modes of nanocrystals can lead to different de-
formationmodes, i.e., the reversible deformation whenmoving apart
and the retained deformation when moving toward a neighbor. The
two deformation modes are also illustrated in movies S5 to S7 and
figs. S4 and S5. The observed large deformability of PbSe semi-
conductor nanocrystals may arise from the intrinsic nanoscale prop-
erty that the surface atoms of a nanocrystal are highly mobile during
reconstruction (29, 30). In our experiment, the PbSe nanocrystals are
exceedingly monodisperse. Systematic study is needed to elucidate
the size effects on the deformability of PbSe semiconductor nano-
crystals. We speculate that the deformability of PbSe nanocrystals
decreases, as the size of the nanocrystal increases.
Reduced nanocrystal deformability in the absence of EDA
To investigate how the nanocrystal deformability responds to the solu-
tion environment, we have performed the superlattice phase transition
in pure EG.With the absence of EDA, in situmovie S8 and Fig. 4 reveal
a superlattice transformation from unconnected hexagonal to
connected square. We found that the square superlattice forms about
10 times slower than the nanocrystal chains, which is as expected, since
EDA removes oleate ligand species much faster than EG does (8, 31). In
pure EG, the nanocrystals do not change shape before fusion. Themea-
surement of four representative nanocrystals 14 to 17 (Fig. 4D) shows
that the long axis–to–short axis ratio is less than 1.06 during the entire
self-assembly process, in contrast to a ratio as high as 1.3 for nanocrys-
tals in EDA solution. Reduced deformation of nanocrystals in EG is also
shown inmovie S9 and fig. S6. Note that themovies in EG and in EDA/
EG were acquired using very similar electron current density;
nevertheless, the nanocrystals during superlattice phase transition in
EG were not deformed before fusion despite the larger accumulated
electron dose.Wang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw5623 7 June 2019The different deformation behavior in EG and EDA/EG strongly
affects the formation processes and structural perfection of the super-
lattice. As shown in fig. S7, although similar square superlattices can be
obtained in both EG and EDA/EG with a high concentration of nano-
crystals, the pathways are different: topologically symmetric growth
through small squares to large squares in EG and asymmetric growth
through themerging of nanocrystal chains in EDA/EG. Since nanocrys-
tals in pure EG maintain their original shape during self-assembly, the
resulting superlattices are more uniform and less defective (e.g., fewer
missing connections) (9, 12).
Proposed mechanisms of nanocrystal deformation
As shown above, in contrast to the conventional view, which considers
the nanocrystal having a rigid shape during superlattice self-assembly
before the nanocrystals connect with each other, we found that the na-
nocrystals can drastically change shape within a distance of 2 to 4 nm
and they change shapes before touching each other. This shows that
nanocrystals are not rigid once their surface ligands are removed. It also
shows that there is a “long”-range interaction, which is not induced by
ligands. One possibility for such long-range interaction is the elec-
trostatic dipole–dipole interaction. Previous studies suggested that PbSe
nanocrystals self-assemble into chains in EDA/EG as a result of electric
dipole interactions between nanocrystals generated by the uneven
removal of Pb oleate species on the {111} facets (10, 32, 33). Using
energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), we find that the atomic
ratios of Pb and Se in hexagonal superlattices, square superlattices,
and chains are 57:43, 51:49, and 50:50, respectively (fig. S8). This con-
firms the removal of excess Pb atoms along with the oleate ligands
during superlattice transformations, which is consistent with the pre-
vious results from nuclear magnetic resonance and infrared spec-
troscopy (34). A schematic of EDA-induced ligand removal and the
corresponding chemical structures are shown in fig. S9.
Molecular dynamic simulations
We performed MD simulations to testify our hypothesis of dipole–
dipole interaction–induced deformation. Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential
and Coulomb interactions are included in the classical force field
Hamiltonian. Such a model Hamiltonian can be used to describe the
rock salt structure of PbSe nanocrystals and the Pb cation and Se anion
movement in the solvent (although no explicit solventmolecule is used)
(30, 35). As shown in Fig. 5A, polar nanocrystals tend to become sym-
metrized through surface atom diffusion (30). Note that direct dipole
moment calculation shows a strong dipole moment at 10 ps that is
25% of the original dipole moment at 0 ps. Nevertheless, the surface
atom diffusion of polar nanocrystal monomer does not lead to forma-
tion of extra lattice fringes along <100> directions. In contrast, Fig. 5B
shows that two polarized nanocrystals with 20 layers along their <100>
directions are initially aligned in the same dipole direction with a gap
distance of 2 nm. During theMD simulation, some of the surface atoms
diffuse out to form an elongated shape along the dipole direction. This
happens before the nanocrystals touch each other. After the two nano-
crystals attach, the deformations of the nanocrystals aremostly retained,
yielding an elongated dimer with 41 layers along the internanocrystal
direction, resembling the schematic where nanocrystals move together
in Fig. 3G. The dimer keeps its elongated 41-layer structure in longer
simulations probably because the dipole in the systems has been re-
duced to a low and stable level (3% change from 50 to 233 ps). The
shape stability of a nondipolar nanocrystal is also reflected in fig. S10,
which shows that even at higher temperature (600K), the shape changes{100}
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Fig. 2. Atomistic structure of the nanocrystals before and after oriented at-
tachment. (A) HAADF-STEM images of three different nanocrystals before oriented
attachment. Zone axes are labeled. (B) Corresponding atomic models of the three na-
nocrystals. Labels indicate the number of Pb layers along the <100> (orange), <110>
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pink spheres, Se. Facets are labeled. (E) Representative HAADF-STEM image of a nano-
crystal chain formed by oriented attachment. Vertical lines denote the nanocrystal
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(orange) and width (blue). (F) Histogram of nanocrystal length (orange) and width
(blue) for 34 nanocrystals in several chains. Scale bars, 2 nm.3 of 7
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nanocrystals are simulated as shown in Fig. 5C with the centers of the
two outside nanocrystals fixed, whereas themiddle nanocrystal is free to
move, imitating the situation of the boundary of two superlattice
matrices. The outside nanocrystals belong to differentmatrices and can-
not move toward the center to get attached with themiddle one directly
(fig. S3). At 9 and 50 ps, the MD shows a reversible elongation of the
middle nanocrystal, which is similar to the experimental observation
when two nanocrystals move apart in Fig. 3B. After that, the recovered
middle nanocrystal keeps its 20-layer structure, gradually moves to the
nanocrystal on the right, and attaches to it. Although these simulated
deformations are less dramatic compared to the observed ones in Fig. 3,
we have to bemindful for the limitation of the simple force field model,
which might be too restrictive to allow the Pb2+ and Se2− ions to diffuse
out from the nanocrystals. Nevertheless, what we demonstrated here is
the tendency of the dipole–dipole interaction leading to nanocrystal de-
formation before they touch each other. To further confirm that this
tendency is caused by the dipole–dipole interaction, we have also simu-Wang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw5623 7 June 2019lated cases where no dipole moment exists at 0 ps. As shown in fig. S10,
no elongation of nanocrystals is observed, even at a higher temperature.
It is worthmentioning that our currentMD simulation is based on a
very simple LJ plus electrostatic potential, which lacks the accurate de-
scription of the covalent bonding, surface energy, ligand passivation, as
well as the solvent molecule effects. Hence, it can only provide a qual-
itative picture. It is mainly used to address the qualitative question:
Whether the dipole–dipole interaction can provide the energetic driving
force for the shape deformation. Since this model does have the
electrostatic ion-ion interaction and it forms the rock salt crystal struc-
ture of PbSe in bulk form, we believe that it is capable of answering our
qualitative questions. Nevertheless, to simulate the process more quan-
titatively, one has to include accurate surface energy, ion-ligand inter-
action, ion-solvent molecule interaction, as well as the accurate energy
for covalent bond breaking and forming (36, 37). Right now, this clas-
sical potential is not readily available for the PbSe system. Some of the
new developments for neural-network force field trained on the basis of
ab initio data might provide hope for a more automatic procedure to
develop these classical potentials in the future.CONCLUSION
Our real-time observations reveal an unexpected phenomenon that
PbSe semiconductor nanocrystals can drastically change shape during
superlattice phase transitions. The deformability of semiconductor na-
nocrystals can be controlled by the chemical environments upon ligand
removal, as illustrated in the PbSe nanocrystal system. EDA-induced
oleate removal increases the nanocrystal dipole–dipole interactions,
triggering the large shape changes and rapid nanocrystal fusion. After
the ligands are removed, PbSe nanocrystals experience drastic direc-
tional shape deformation when the spacing between two nanocrystals
reaches 2 to 4 nm.Moreover, the deformation can be completely recov-
ered when two nanocrystals move apart or it can be retained when they
attach. Controlling nanocrystal deformation during ligand removal
or ligand exchange is critical to achieve the structural perfection ofShort axis
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hancements in many applications of semiconductor nanocrystals,
such as photoelectric devices, catalysis, plasmonic, and bioimaging.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
All commercially available chemicals including oleic acid (OA;
technical grade, 90%), lead (II) oxide (PbO; 99.9995%; Alfa Aesar), se-
lenium shot (99.999%), trioctylphosphine (TOP; technical grade, >97%;
Strem Chemicals Inc.), 1-octadecene (ODE; 90%; Sigma-Aldrich), di-
phenylphosphine (DPP; 98%; Sigma-Aldrich), hexane (anhydrous;
≥99%; Sigma-Aldrich), EG (anhydrous; 99.8%; Sigma-Aldrich), EDA
(anhydrous; Sigma-Aldrich), and ethyl alcohol (anhydrous; 99.5%;
Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. Ultrathin carbon film (10 nm,
400 mesh)–supported copper grids were purchased from Electron
Microscopy Sciences.
PbSe nanocrystal synthesis
PbSe nanocrystals were synthesized and purified in a standard air-free
environment as previously reported (38). Briefly, 1.50 g of PbO, 5.0 g of
OA, and 10.0 g of ODE were thoroughly degassed under a dynamic
vacuum of ∼50 mTorr at 110°C for 1.5 hours. The solution was then
heated to 180° ± 3°C under flowing argon, at which time 9.5ml of a 1M
solution of TOP-Se containing 0.20 ml of DPP was quickly injected to
start the nucleation. After a growth of 105 ± 3 s, the reaction wasWang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaaw5623 7 June 2019quenched by a liquid nitrogen bath, removed from the liquid nitrogen,
allowed to warm to 35°C, and diluted with 10 ml of anhydrous hexane.
The nanocrystal product was washed three times using ethanol/hexane
in a nitrogen-filled glove box [oxygen content less than 10 parts permil-
lion (ppm)], dried completely, and stored as a powder in the glove box.
STEM analysis reveals that the as-synthesized nanocrystals are highly
monodisperse with a diameter of 6.2 nm as shown in Fig. 2, A to D.
Liquid cell fabrication and TEM characterizations
Two ultrathin carbon film (10 nm, 400 mesh)–supported copper
grids were treated by 25%oxygen/argon plasma for 30 s on a Fischione
1020 plasma cleaner to give hydrophilic surfaces for improvedwetting
of the EG solution. The fabrication of liquid cells was carried out in a
nitrogen-filled glove box (oxygen content less than 10 ppm). A hexag-
onal superlattice was first formed on one of the treated carbon grids by
drop-casting 4 ml of hexane solution (0.5 mg/ml) of PbSe nanocrystals,
followed by the evaporation of hexane under 1 bar of nitrogen atmo-
sphere in the glove box for 3 min. Then, 100 nl of the ligand removal
solution (either 15 mM solution of EDA in EG or neat EG) was
deposited on the other carbon grid. The two carbon grids were then
sandwiched together and installed in a TEM holder (all under nitrogen
atmosphere) to form a carbon grid liquid cell. The holder was then
quickly removed from the glove box and inserted into the TEM for
in situ characterization. The mechanism to initiate superlattice transi-
tions is detailed in fig. S1. The Thermo Fisher Scientific (formerly FEI)
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allowing them to move toward each other and get attached, thus to simulate the moving-toward motion in Fig. 3A. Although the two nanocrystals move toward each
other, their deformation happens before they touch each other, and the resulting edge-to-edge distance is 12.3 nm (41 layers) larger than the distance shown by two
nanocrystals rigidly touch with each other (12.0 nm, 40 layers). (C) Snapshots of the trajectory of three dipolar nanocrystals aligned with the same dipole direction with
gap distances of 2 nm at 300 K. Translation and rotation of the two outside nanocrystal centers are eliminated, whereas the middle one is free to translate and rotate,
imitating the situation of the boundary of two superlattice matrices. The reversible elongation phenomena for the center nanocrystal resembles that in Fig. 3B.5 of 7
SC I ENCE ADVANCES | R E S EARCH ART I C L E(MF), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and JEOL 2100
TEM atMaterials Science Division, LBNL were used for in situ obser-
vations. Themicroscope, operating voltage, and electron beam intensity
for each experiment are indicated in the correspondingmovie captions.
Ex situ experiments of the superlattice phase transition were started
from the hexagonal superlattices prepared by the same drop-casting
method for forming in situ liquid cells. The hexagonal superlattices
on a carbon grid were then immersed in 15 mM solution of EDA in
EG or neat EG for 1 min to form the nanocrystal chains or the square
superlattice, respectively. Ex situ HAADF-STEM characterization of
PbSe nanocrystal superlattices before and after ligand displacement
was performed using the probe aberration–corrected Thermo Fisher
Scientific (formerly FEI) Titan 80-300 named TEAM I (MF, LBNL).
High-resolution TEM imaging and EDS were performed on image
aberration–corrected Thermo Fisher Scientific ThemIS (MF, LBNL).
MD simulations
The MD simulations were performed using the Large-Scale Atomic/
Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) software package
(39). Interactions between atoms were described by a pair potential in-
cluding a short-range LJ part and a long-range Coulomb part
UijðrijÞ ¼ UCoulombðrijÞ þ ULJðrijÞ
¼ qiqj
4pe0rij
þ 4eij
sij
rij
 12
 sij
rij
 6" #
ð1Þ
The partial charges of PbSe and four LJ coefficients were taken from
literature (30): qPb = 1.29 e, qSe =−1.29 e, sPb = 3.29Å, sSe = 4.36 Å, ePb/
kB = 30.0 K, and eSe/kB = 45.3 K, where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules (also known arithmetic mixing)
were used for the LJ interactions between Pb and Se. The LJ term was
truncated at a cutoff distance of 10 Å; the Coulomb termwas calculated
using a multilevel summation method (40). Calculations based on this
potential have shown excellent agreements with the experimental and
quantummechanical results in regard to the lattice parameters and elas-
tic constants. In addition, it has been used to reveal qualitatively correct
pictures of particle shape changes during fusion at finite temperatures.
Nanocrystals with a strong electric dipole are generally considered
the result of an uneven distribution of the polar {111} facets (10, 32),
although a recent study showed that crystal symmetry breaking in the
PbSe rock salt structure may also play a role (14). For nanocrystals with
a stoichiometric (i.e., 4:4) distribution of Pb- and Se-terminated {111}
facets, the <100> direction presents the highest dipole possibility and
the largest dipole strength (33). We constructed a model of polar nano-
crystals based on our experimentally determined result of the nanocrys-
tal morphology (e.g., 20 layers along <100> direction) and a
stoichiometric distribution of Pb- and Se-terminated {111} facets to
produce the highest dipole strength. Dimer or trimer structures were
built by aligning polar nanocrystals in a boxwith a 2-nm internanocrys-
tal gap distance and a dipole direction along the internanocrystal vector.
Then, MD simulations were run in a canonical assemble at 300 K in
vacuum, with a time step of 1 fs for no less than 100 ps.SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/6/eaaw5623/DC1
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Fig. S1. Schematic illustration of the liquid cell fabrication and real-time in situ TEM imaging of
nanocrystal superlattice phase transitions.
Fig. S2. STEM images of randomly oriented nanocrystals in initial unconnected hexagonal
superlattice.
Fig. S3. Moving-apart motion of neighboring nanocrystals during superlattice phase
transitions.
Fig. S4. Reversible deformation of nanocrystals marked by 7 and 10.
Fig. S5. Retained deformation of nanocrystals during the oriented attachment in EDA solution.
Fig. S6. Reduced deformation of nanocrystals during the superlattice transformation in EG.
Fig. S7. Different pathways of superlattice transformations in EG and EDA/EG.
Fig. S8. EDS analyses of superlattices before and after phase transitions.
Fig. S9. Schematic of EDA-induced ligand removal.
Fig. S10. Molecular dynamics simulation on the deformability of nondipolar PbSe nanocrystals.
Movie S1. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing the phase transition of PbSe nanocrystals in
EDA solution.
Movie S2. Reconstructed 3D atomistic model of PbSe nanocrystals in unconnected hexagonal
superlattices.
Movie S3. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing the dynamic deformability of nanocrystals
in EDA solution.
Movie S4. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing the reversible deformation of nanocrystals
in EDA solution.
Movie S5. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing the transformation from a hexagonal
superlattice to two nanocrystal chains in EDA solution.
Movie S6. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing retained deformation of nanocrystals
during the oriented attachment in EDA solution.
Movie S7. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing the lattice alignment of neighboring
nanocrystals during the oriented attachment in EDA solution.
Movie S8. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing the phase transition from hexagonal to
square superlattices in pure EG.
Movie S9. In situ liquid-phase TEM movie showing reduced deformation of nanocrystals
during the superlattice transformation in EG.
Movie S10. In situ heating TEM movie showing no perceptible deformation of individual
nanocrystals without introducing any EDA or EG solution.REFERENCES AND NOTES
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